**KANTARA Photography Prize**

2020 EDITION:
MEDITERRANEAN RIVERS
Deadline for submission: 31 August 2020

**CALL FOR PARTICIPATION**

The radio magazine *Kantara* launches the second edition of the “Kantara Prize for Photography”, a photo contest dedicated this year to the Mediterranean rivers.

**CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION**

This contest is free and open to all *Kantara* listeners as well as amateur and professional photographers aged over 18 years old.

People having taken part in the organization of the contest or are members of the jury - including relatives - are excluded from participation.

**HOW TO PARTICIPATE**

You can participate to the context by simply sending a coherent selection of 3 photographs that have been taken with an artistic or documentary photographic approach and that are related to the theme of Mediterranean rivers.

Participation form:

Features:
- Original photographs
- Indicate the year of the series
- Insert a presentation text of the series

Photos must be in JPEG format (name_firstname_number_.jpg) maximum 5 MB and in a minimum resolution of 300 dpi

Detailed Rules of the prize:

**CALENDRIER**

Application have to be submitted within 31 August 2020 with the online participation form

mid-september 2020 / Deliberation of the international jury

Beginning of October 2020 / Announcement of the winners during the special issue of Kantara

**AWARDS**

The laureats will be published on the magazine *Gibraltar - Un pont entre deux mondes* and will be the subject of a Kantara special number.

A special mention to a photographer from the MENA region will be granted by the jury with an endowment of photographic equipment: Canon EOS RP with 24-105 mm lens.

The first prize:
- Invitation to *Arte Mare festival* (Bastia, Corse - France)
- Complete collection (n ° 1 to 9) of the magazine *Gibraltar*

2ème Prix:
- Zoom Hn1 portable radio recorder
- Issue n. 9 of the magazine *Gibraltar*

3ème Prix:
- Issue n. 9 of the magazine *Gibraltar*

**JURY**

An independent jury is made up of renowned Mediterranean photographers and professionals. They have been selected by the radio partners of the *Kantara* programme.

**PARTNERS**

**KANTARA magazine**

*Kantara* is a weekly radio magazine in French, co-produced by 7 Mediterranean public radios and carried out under COPEAM coordination (the Permanent Conference of Mediterranean Audiovisual Operators). Each week, reports and/or guests from both shores of the Mediterranean deal with socio-cultural issues and current affairs with the mission of strengthening the bridges between the peoples of the Mediterranean.

Partner radios: Radio Exterior de España (Spain) - France Bleu RCFM (France) - Chaine Inter (Morocco) - RTCI (Tunisia) - Radio Le Caire (Egypt) - Radio Liban 96.2 (Lebanon) - Voice of Palestine international (Palestine).